
  

 

 

In vehicle collision simulations, human body mod-

els positioning should accurately reproduce real 

sitting postures. This positioning process involves 

the rotation of joints such as shoulders, elbows, 

knees as well as spinal movement. 

Human joints are composed of bones and liga-

ments, covered by soft tissues. Pre-simulation is a 

common positioning method, deforming the sur-

rounding soft tissues with joint rotation. 

However, this pre-simulation approach requires 

long computational time. Also, for large joint rota-

tions, it could deform the joint structure, influenc-

ing the bio-fidelity and lowering the element qual-

ity of the soft tissue parts.  
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Positioning the THUMS Human 
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Evaluating the efficiency of THUMS positioning 

process using ANSA’s HBM Articulation 

function. 

 

“ANSA's HBM function helps ac-

celerate positioning process of 

THUMS.” 
 
TOYOTA Motor Corporation 
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Challenge 

Evaluation of the efficiency of THUMS posi-

tioning process using the ANSA's HBM func-

tion, in a demanding positioning case of a re-

clined seating posture. 

Approach 

The posture of THUMS was changed from 

an upright sitting position to a reclined posit-

ing at a seatback angle of 45 degrees. Two 

positioning methods were compared in 

terms of operation time, one with pre-simu-

lation and the other employing the ANSA's 

HBM functionality. The deformation of the 

joint area and the element quality were ex-

amined after the positioning process. 

During the pre-simulation method, the bone 

parts were rotated around the joints to 

achieve the target posture. The user needs 

to output the nodal coordinate data and 

manually replace them with the initial data 

of THUMS. 

In ANSA’s HBM function, the target angle 

was specified for each joint using the HBM 

Articulation tool. 

 

ANSA automatically calculated the soft tis-

sue deformation around the joint to follow 

the joint angle. The positioned THUMS data 

was directly output by ANSA. 

Results 

ANSA’s HBM function maintained a natural 

joint structure without causing abnormal de-

formation in soft tissue parts while preserv-

ing element quality. 

- The patella was directly and realistically po-

sitioned on the proper location. 

- The soft tissue parts maintained realistic 

deformation, even under high stretching and 

loosening. 

- The element quality of ligament elements 

also remained decent, even after being loos-

ened due to joint rotation. 

It took approximately 15 hours for the po-

sitioning process using pre-simulation, in-

cluding the mesh modification (approxi-

mately 2 hours).  ANSA’s HBM function re-

duced the operation time by around 90%. 
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